
Comments 

q3: only if you say its an emergency 

Q7 - not at all - wasn’t working - date confusing first time using!

Q6: they go out of there way to assist you 

Q6: depends who it is!!

Q8 - far to long to wait - except blood tests and smear 

Q9: lunch time appt's would be helpful

q9: I think Saturday morning would help a lot of people at work 

q9: Saturday morning and the occasional evening would be good 

Q9 : could open on Saturdays

q9:I feel the surgery could be open longer in the evening and may be one Saturday a month

q9: used to like the Saturday morning app's

Q9 - Saturday opening would be good for people who work away from Aylesbury

q9 - it would be helpful to have a late surgery once or twice a week to allow those who work a later app

q9 - we've been pt's since 1964 and surgery has never closed for training until recently

q9 - closed at lunch - only time people an attend

q9: later evening and maybe at Saturday morning would be helpful 

q9: would be helpful if opening times were longer - also opening at weekends would be useful

Q9: very - we all have lives

q9: out of hours service would be helpful

Q9: it would be useful to have a couple of late evenings 

q9 - earlier app would be helpful to avoid work time

Q9: evenings would help 

q9 - late evening app would be helpful for commuters

Q10: Dr Halai is brilliant at all of these . Dr Zaib not so impressed 

q10 - answer only applicable to Dr Cantons

q:13  - I find the dr's and staff very helpful and good

q13: all staff very caring

Q13 - the auto system always says no wait time

q13 very for dry cantons - fairly for all others

q13 sometimes you have to wait too long if you want a certain dr

q13 - would have been nice to know a dr was registrar and leaving - had been told to revisit for treatment

q13 - I always find the car here personal and treated with kindness no matter which dr you see.

q13 - its hit and miss with regards to seeing the same dr - I've never seen the same dr twice

Q13: shame that you can't get app if its not urgent - normal wait it 2 weeks



q13 - I have always found the dr's nurses and receptionist very helpful

q13: the surgery is good but I feel the receptionists could do with a course on customer service

Q13: excellent care from all staff at the surgery especially Ameet who takes his time - he referred me I was seen and had op within  3months, who can 

complain about the NHS with service like that!! 

q13: dr's and staff are very professional and do their upmost to be helpful and supportive. The only complaint I have is that when trying to see a certain 

dr, she is only at the surgery 1.5days and she is always full and I had to wait from 7th till the 30th October. i asked for a cancellation and sure enough 

later that morning i got a call with a new date for the 9th - such a relief. your staff are on the ball and i realise they can only put patients into vacant slots, 

i wish the management would allow a certain dr more time at the surgery. 

q13: very happy in genera with the dr's and staff

Q13; quite bad that I has to wait 12 days for an app before

very displeased that Dr Cantons is only at the surgery 1.5 days a week which is making it very difficult to make an app 

I prefer to see a lady dr and disappointed that dr cantons is only in surgery 1.5 days can wait 2/3 week to see her

Very warm welcoming understanding and kind staff - drs, nurse reception - fantastic team keep it up people to easy for people to moan not praise

Denise is excellent and the nurse who does baby imms (ally) 

I feel I am give time and can ask question - I like that the practice is not too big


